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Light is the essence of visual storytelling. From painting
to cinema, it charges emotions, sets the tone, directs
focus, and alters position in space and time. A flare at a
glance, the shade that creates volume: light is the raw
material for building your story.
O/M provides the key to a toolbox so versatile that there is no limit to what
the creator can achieve. Developed with designers, architects, scientists and
engineers, these are the precision tools to light stories in human spaces. With
more than a half a century’s heritage of experience, know-how and evolution,
O/M researches the future of light, with new ideas for lighting spaces in an
intelligent and innovative way.

Project

On the go

Support

Constantly updated with the
latest product information, our
website is the go-to source for
technical drawings, photometric
data, datasheets, and more.

Even if you are outside your
office, O/M's website is
optimised for mobile devices,
so you can conveniently find,
review, and share data from any
phone or tablet.
To discover more project
images, check our Instagram.

O/M supports you in all your
lighting projects with its network
of highly skilled representatives
and consultants, as well as a
range of manufacturing services
for tailoring products to meet
your exact needs.

www.om-light.com

@_omlight

support@om-light.com
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Spot on
Accent, contrast and definition

Octo •

inVision •

Introducing the Octo, a tiny point
of light of great comfort. Almost
invisible, it produces a quality of light
that surpasses similar light fixtures.

The thin blade that complements
architecture in the slimmest
possible way, yet creates a
comfortable environment.

One •

One Plus •

The high-definition, ceilingrecessed luminaire with extremely
precise beam angles, for both
general and accent lighting.

The adjustable One Plus's optics
offer an untouched beam of 90%
luminous intensity within the
beam angle, regardless of how it
is oriented.
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Over •

Onit

Featuring the high-definition
Lightcore, Over is the spotlight
with a deep-set light source
offering maximum cut-off angles.

An adjustable spotlight that
expands creative possibilities in
lighting design, Onit is the ideal,
playful solution for light modelling.

Beam

Dot

The timelessly modern, universal
downlight is now made completely
from die-cast aluminium for a
perfect finish.

The luminaire that hides a powerful
beam in a tiny package: a discreet,
durable, economical solution for
any wall, ceiling, or floor.

• Developed in partnership with Bartenbach GmbH.
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Linear
Linear lighting segments

inFinit •
inFinit’s glare control and
visual comfort make it ideal for
workplaces, forming a continuous
line of line of light of subtle
integration in architecture.
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Uw •

inVision35 •

This asymmetrical luminaire drapes
walls with a controlled, uniform
sheet of light, producing a perfect
surface wash.

inVision luminaire in a slim profile
housing for comfortable light in
different architectural contexts.

U35

U45

The U35 is a laser-thin luminaire
that generates powerful light from
a single line.

A version of the U line in an even
more streamlined design, the U45
is a versatile, reliable luminaire
with a signature elegance.

• Developed in partnership with Bartenbach GmbH.
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U60

U120

The classic U60’s complete range
features the most comprehensive
variety of functions available, for
complete lighting solutions.

A larger luminaire, U120 brings
powerful, modern design
architectural lighting to any space.

H45

MGB

With both direct and indirect light,
H45 is the go-to for diffusion with
a sleek, modern profile.

Ceiling-angled with or without
light down, plus a track for spots:
the multifaceted MGB ranges
from ambient to detailed light.
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Design: Souto de Moura

Tubo Evo

Tubo

Spot, medium, elliptical, for indoors
or outdoors, highly resistant and
completely adjustable: the ultimate
wallwash multitasker.

Form meets function in this classic,
all-purpose luminaire, as at home
in the kitchen as in parking lots and
gymnasiums.

O975

Limit

Design: Souto de Moura

Shadowless, even, reliable and
efficient: technology and design
together in a cylinder of light.

Design: Souto de Moura

Cove lighting of great quality:
state-of-the-art LEDs create
fantastic light, from tiny spaces
to large rooms.
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Systems
Costumisable and modular systems

Sys35
The attractive, laser-thin,
minimalist modular system that
couples general and accent lighting
for staging key spaces.
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Sys45
The elegant, extensive modular
system with a world of options and
flexibility for creating mood and
lighting any interior space.
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Diffuse
One-of-a-kind ambience

Tua

Design: Souto de Moura

Project light far and wide with
Tua's advanced optical system.
No glare, no lighting pollution.
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Aleixo

Design: Souto de Moura

Barcelos

Design: José Bernardo Távora

Souto de Moura’s groundbreaking
luminaire continues to inspire
future generations of design.

Square, simple, and unmistakably
modern, the subtle luminaire to
create the perfect mood indoors
and outdoors.

Esquadro

Sky

The thin blade that complements
architecture in the slimmest
possible way, yet creates a cosy
environment inside or outside.

Perfectly lit, even, and round,
Sky's complete range of luminaires
make circles of unbroken,
uniform radiance.
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Escola de Música do Carandá (Braga, Portugal) Architeture Eduardo Souto de Moura Photo Luís Ferreira Alves

Safe

Architectural safety signage
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AS

Design: Álvaro Siza

BS

Design: Souto de Moura

The classic, trustworthy
integrated unit with the clearest
of visibilities, yet never competing
with architecture.

The extension of the Tubo line,
featuring the same all-purpose
versatility and quality in an
emergency unit.

LS

OS

Design: Souto de Moura

Side-lit, radiant and complete, the
go-to safety solution for anyone
seeking top-quality design which
best fulfills its function.

Design: Souto de Moura

Different and dependable: the
round emergency unit that creates
a unique look for public spaces.
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Insper (São Paulo, Brazil)Product O975 Architecture Perkins+Will and Athié|Wohnrath Lighting Design Foco Luz e DesenhoPhoto Jafo Fotografia
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Instituto Moreira Salles (São Paulo, Brazil) Product Tubo Evo Architecture Andrade Morettin Lighting Design Peter Gasper & Lux Projects Photo Nelson Kon
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Casa Triângulo (São Paulo, Brazil) Products Tubo 50, U60 Architecture Metro Arquitetos Lighting Design Design da Luz Estúdio | Fernanda Carvalho Photo Andrés Otero
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Cairns Regional Council Laboratory Services (Cairns, Australia) Products U60, H45 Architecture 2Create Architecture Photo Andrew Watson
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Bastion Tower (Brussels, Belgium) Products U45, inVision Architecture GAP, Gianluca Di Fabio Lighting Design LedeaLight by EcoConcept Photo Benjamin Vande Velde
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Renault Offices (Madrid, Spain) Products Sky, Aleixo Architecture Arquitectura SL Photo Jose Parreño
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ML House (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) Product inVision Architecture Escala Arquitetura Lighting Design Studio Iluz Photo Ilana Bessler

Spot On

Accent,
contrast and
definition

www.om-light.com

Explore our website and find information
Explore the brand and
get inspired.

Filter your choices or pinpoint
with search to find the right light
for your project.

Linear

Linear lighting
segments

Systems

Customisable
and modular
systems

Diffuse

One-of-a-kind
ambient

Download all catalogues
and other useful information.
From datasheets to tender texts,
certificates, photometric data,
technical drawings and detailed
installation instructions. All you need
to design and build your project.

Safe

Architectural
safety signage
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Portugal
Porto Head Office / Factory
R. Maurício Lourenço Oliveira 186,
4405-034 Vila Nova de Gaia
+351 223 710 419
Lisbon Office
Edifício Mar do Oriente
Rua do Pólo Norte 16, 0.1
1990–266 Lisboa
+351 211 919 300

Brazil
São Paulo Head Office
Av. 9 de Julho 4939, 126 A
CEP 01407-200 Jardim Paulista
São Paulo – SP
+55 11 3045 3095
São Paulo Factory
Rodovia Vice Prefeito Hermenegildo
Tonoli 1500, Módulo 12
CEP 13213-086 Distrito Industrial.
Jundiaí – SP
Rio de Janeiro Office
+55 21 972 866 844

Spain
Barcelona Office
+34 648 150 109
spain@om-light.com

mail@om-light.com
www.om-light.com
_omlight

